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OPERATOR THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATIONS
OF [7WJ-GROUPS AND INNER AMENABILITY

ANTHONY TO-MING LAU AND ALAN L. T. PATERSON

Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group and p e [l,oo]. Let np be the

isometric representation of Gon LP{G) given by 7rp(a;)/(i) = /(i-1ii)A(i)1/'p.

Let A'p be the commutant of Ap in B{LP(G)). In this paper we determine those

G for which: (*) A'p contains a nonzero compact operator. We prove, among

other things, that if p 6 [l,oo), then (*) holds if and only if G € [IN], and

that if p = oo, then (*) holds if and only if G is inner amenable.

1. Introduction. The left regular representation 7T; of a locally compact group

G is, of course, of fundamental importance in representation theory. There is, how-

ever, another natural representation 7T2 of G on L2(G) associated with conjugation

rather than with left translation: here,

ir2(x)f(t) = f(x-1tx)A(x)1/2

(x,t E G, f E L2(G), and A is the modular function of G).

The representation ir2 is related to the existence of inner invariant means on

Loo{G). A mean m on Loo(G) (i.e., m E Loo(G)*; \\m\\ = m(l) = 1) is inner

invariant if m((¡> o Ix) — m((p) for all d> E Loo(G), x EG, where IX:G —> G is given

by Ix(y) = xyx~l. The group G is called inner amenable if L^ (G) admits an inner

invariant mean. The literature on inner amenability has grown substantially in

recent years (see [2, 3, 4, 8, 14, 15, 18, 19]). It is shown, for example (see [2, 18,

23]), that Loo(G) has an inner invariant mean which is not the evaluation at the

identity e on continuous functions if and only if there exists a state a on B(L2(G))

such that q(7t2(x)) = 1 for all x EG.

Let A2 be the von Neumann algebra generated by tt2(G). A natural question is:

When does A2 contain a nonzero compact operator? The answer to the correspond-

ing problem for tt¡ [5, 13] is: When G is compact. Consideration of the abelian

case shows that this is not true for ir2; roughly, A2 can be too "small." Instead,

we formulate the above question for the commutant A'2 of A2 in B(L2(G)). We

will show that A'2 contains a nonzero compact operator if and only if G is an [IN]

group, i.e., G contains a compact neighborhood of the identity e which is invariant

under every Ix.

More generally, for p E [l,oo], let irp be the isometric representation of G on

Lp{G) given by

Tp(*)/(0 = f(x~ltx)A1'p{x)        (x,tEG, fe LP{G)).
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Let A'p be the commutant irp(G)' of irp(G). Our main theorem, which we state

below, is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2.

MAIN THEOREM. ff\ <p< oo, then A'p contains a nonzero compact operator

if and only if G is an [IN]-group. If p = oo, then A'p contains a nonzero compact

operator if and only if G is inner amenable.

2. The case 1 < p < oo. The equivalence (a) <=> (b) in Theorem 1 was proved

for p= 1 in [16].

THEOREM 1.   Let 1 < p < oo.  The following statements are equivalent:

(a) There exists a nonzero np(G) fixed point in LP(G).

(b) G is an [IN]-group.

(c) There is a nonzero compact operator in A'p.

PROOF. (a)=>(b). By [16], we may assume that p > 1. Let f E LP(G) be

nonzero and 7rp(G)-invariant. Let q > 1 be such that p~l + q"1 = 1 and h —

|/|p/« E Lq(G). Then h is 7r,(G)-fixed and g = \f\ * h* E C0{G) by [10, 20.16].
Now Troops) = [ttp(x)(|/|)] * [ng(x)(h)]' = |/| * h* = g. So ^xix"1) = g(t),

x, t E G. Now

g(e)=J\f\(y)h*(y-l)d\(y) = \\f\\l>0

and so G E [IN] since g~1([^g(e), oo)) is a compact invariant neighborhood of e.

(b) => (c). If G is an [/./V]-group, then G is unimodular. Let V be a compact

invariant neighborhood of e in G. Define P E B(LP(G)) by

Pf=[ f(x)d\(x)-lv.
Jv

Then P is a nonzero compact operator in A'p.

(c) =>■ (a). Let T be a nonzero compact operator in A'p and K = T(U), where U

is the closed unit ball of LP{G). Then K ^ {0} and is convex and norm compact.

Furthermore, since T E A'p and each ttp(x) is isometric, we see that K is np(G)-

invariant. Since || |/| - \g\ \\p < [\f-g\\p for f,g € LP{G), the set \K\ = {|/|: f E K}
is norm compact and invariant. Let fr¡ E \K] and /o/0. If p = 1, let Äq be the

closed convex hull of {7Ti(x)/o; x E G}. Then K0 is compact, convex, invariant

and ll/llx = ||/o||i > 0 for each f E K. Hence an application of the Kakutani fixed

point theorem shows that there exists a nonzero K\{G) fixed point in Kq.

If p > 1, let 1 < q < oo be such that p~l +?-1 = 1, and h E Lq(G), h>0, such

that (/o, h) > 0. Let C be the norm closed convex hull of irq(G)h in Lq(G). Since

Lq(G) is reflexive, C is weakly compact in Lq(G). Let

D = {/líe; h EC, k E K}    (pointwise product).

Then D is 7Ti(G)-invariant, and a straightforward argument shows that D is weakly

compact in L1(G7). By the Krein-Smulian theorem (see [1, p. 90]), the norm closed

convex hull $ of D is also weakly compact in L\(G), and <ï> is 7Ti(G)-invariant. Let

í>o = {</>e$;J 4>{x) d\(x) > 3 / fo(x)h(x) d\(x)}. Then, clearly, $0 is also weakly

compact, convex, 7Ti(G)-invariant, and contains fr¡h but not 0. An application of

the Ryll-Nardzewski (see [1, p. 93]) fixed-point theorem to the action of 7Ti(G) on

$o gives a nonzero 7Ti(G)-fixed point / in L\{G). In particular, ]f]1/v is a nonzero

7Tp(G)-fixed point in Lp{G).    D
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3. The case p = oo. We will require the following lemma which generalizes the

well-known result that the space of weakly almost periodic functions on G admits

a G-invariant mean.

Let (X, E,^í) be a measure space and L00(X) = L00(X,'E, u). Suppose that

¿cxd(^) is a right Banach G-module with action <j> —♦ <f>x, such that 1 • x = 1 and

H^xjl = 11011 for all <f> E ¿»(X), x EG. Let A be the set of all <j> E L^X) such
that {4>x; x E G} is relatively compact in the weak-topology of L00(X). Then as

in [1, Lemma 1.6], A is an invariant closed subspace of Loc(X) containing 1.

LEMMA.   There exists a G-invariant mean on A.

PROOF. Clearly, G acts affinely on the set M of means on A. For 4> E A,

let p0 be the seminorm on A* defined by p<p(m) = sup{|m(</>x)|; x E G}. Let t

be the locally convex topology on A* determined by {p$; <f> E A}. Then r lies

between the weak topology a (A*, A) and the Mackey topology for the pair (A*, A).

An application of the Mackey-Arens theorem shows that A is also the continuous

dual of (A*,t). It follows that M is weakly compact and G acts continuously and

distally on (M.r). By the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem, there must exist a

G-invariant mean on A.

THEOREM 2. The locally compact group G is inner amenable if and only if

there exists a nonzero compact operator in A'^.

PROOF. If m is an inner invariant mean on Loo(G), then the operator S, where

S<fi = m(0)l, is a nonzero compact operator in A'^.

Conversely, suppose that T is a nonzero operator in A'^. Let |T| be the modulus

of T. So [22, Chapter IV, §1] for <f> > 0 in L^G), \T\{<p) = sup{|T#^ E L^G),
]ip] < (¡>}. By [22, Example 3, p. 232], |T| is a compact linear operator. We claim

that |T| E A'oo- Indeed, if A is a bounded set in Loo(G) + , then sup7r00(x)J4 =

""oo (x) sup A and so if <f> > 0,

ITKTTooizM = supilTiir^x)^)] : |^| < 0} = ir^x^T]^).

Since r/0, |T| ¿ 0. If 4> > 0, then \T{<p)\ < ]\4>\] |T|(1), and it follows that
|T|(1) > 0. Let / = |T|(1). Since |T| e A'^ and ir^x)! = 1 for all x E G, we

have 7r00(x)f = f for all x E G. Let e > 0 be such that X = {x E G:/(x) > e}

is not locally null. Then L00(X) becomes a right Banach G-module under the

action 4> -^ 0x, where <j>x{t) = 0(xix_1) (i € X). Let P:L00(G) —» Loc(X) be

the canonical restriction map and regard L00(X) C L00(G). Then P E A'^ and

so 5 = P\T\ is a compact operator in A'^. For each <j> E Loc(G), S4> is "almost

periodic" in Loc(X), and so (in the notation of the lemma) belongs to A. Let m

be a G-invariant mean on A. Then m o S is an inner invariant, positive linear

functional on Loo(G). Further, m o S(l) > e so that m o S / 0. Scaling up m o S

yields an inner invariant mean on Lqo(G).    D

COROLLARY.   If G is connected, then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) G is amenable.

(b) There is a nonzero compact operator T in A'^.

PROOF. In this case, as shown by Losert and Rindler [15], inner amenability of

G is equivalent to amenability.    D
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4. Notes, (a) Results related to Theorem 1. The following two results can be

proved by straightforward modifications of the proof of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 3  (CF.  [20,  THEOREM  1]).   The following are equivalent on G:

(a) G is an [IN]-group.

(b) There is a nonzero weakly compact operator in A[.

THEOREM 4.   The following are equivalent on G:

(a) G is an [IN]-group.

(b) There exists a compact convex irp-invariant subset K in LP(G), 1 < p < oo,

andK ^ {0}.

(c) There exists a weakly compact convex ni-invariant subset in Li(G) and K ^

{0}.

(b)  Weakly compact operators in A'^.

THEOREM 5.   The following are equivalent on G:

(a) G is inner amenable.

(b) There is a weakly compact operator T in A'^ such that T(h) = 1 for some

hEL^G).

To prove (b)=>(a) in the above theorem, observe that qb —* Tqb takes Loo(G) into

the space A of the lemma of §2 with X = G and conjugation action. If m is a

G-invariant mean on A, then m o T is invariant and nonzero on Loo(G), and so

\m o T\/\rn o T\(l) is an inner invariant mean on Loc(G) (cf. [6, Lemma 2.2]).

(c) The algebras A2 and A'2. Suppose that G is an [ZiVj-group and p = 2. Let H/

be the fixed-point space {/ E L2{G): 7r(G)/ = /}, P: L2{G) —* Mf be the orthogonal

projection and K = Mj-. Then P E A2. Suppose also that G is amenable. Then the

mean ergodic theorem for amenable groups [9] shows that P E A2. It follows that

if £, is the von Neumann algebra generated by {■ïï2(x)\k,:x e G}, then A2 — CI®£,

A'2 = B{Mf) © Z' on Mf © K. So the study of A2 and A2 reduces to that of the

restriction of ir2 to K.

To illustrate this, take G = S3, the symmetric group on 1, 2, 3. Then [11,

(27.59)] G consists of the three elements 1, ui and a. Here, ui is the character of G

assigning to each A E G its parity, while a is the two-dimensional representation on

L = {a E C3: 01+02 + 03 = 0} where a(A)a = (0,4(1), aA{2)> aA{3))- One readily

checks that 7r2 = (31) © a; © a. The corresponding Hubert space decomposition

is Uj © H» © Ho- where Ma = span{e, (12) + (23) + (31), (123) + (132)}, Mw =
C((123)-(132))and#CT = span{(12)-(23), (12)-(31)}. So A2 =C/3©C/1©M2,

while A2 = M3 © C/i © C/2 (where Ir is the r x r identity matrix and Mr the

algebra of r x r complex matrices).

(d) Some open questions.

(i) The group G is said to be [SIN] if there exists a neighborhood basis for e

consisting of compact, invariant sets. Is there a characterization of [SIN] groups

analogous to that for [IN] groups given in Theorem 1?

(ii) It is well known [7, (13.10.5)] that a unimodular G is [S/./V] if and only if

VN(G) (or VN{G')) is finite.   What can be said about A2 when G is [SIN]?

(iii) Is Theorem 2 true if "compact" is replaced by "weakly compact" in its state-

ment? (Cf. Theorem 4.)
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